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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1  Problem Statement 

 
In most urban areas, traffic congestion is a serious and worsening problem. Freeways 

operate efficiently as long as the number of vehicles using the freeway remains at or 

below design capacity. While demand for highways is growing quickly, highway 

capacity is growing much more slowly, leading to congestion. Due to congestion, road 

users suffer increased travel time and consume more fuel increasing travel cost. This also 

disturbs the usual flow pattern on highways.  

 

Use of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technology to manage freeways is gaining 

attention due to its advantages in reducing congestion. Despite all this technology, there 

are still issues related to their best utilization. Ramp meters, an ITS Technology in the 

Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan area, deployed at nearly every freeway entrance ramp, 

have been criticized for creating unnecessary delays. In Spring 2000, the Minnesota 

Legislature passed a bill requiring the Minnesota Department of Transportation to study 

the effectiveness of ramp meters in the Twin Cities region.  This study involved shutting 

off the ramp meters for a 2-month period (Oct 16, 2000 – Dec 08, 2000). The shut down, 

a widely publicized and heavily monitored event, significantly disturbed travel speeds 

and traffic flows.   
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Drivers rely on previous experience when making travel decisions. The ramp meter 

study, which turned off meters at all the ramps, invalidated much previous experience. 

Thus travel decisions after the beginning of the study were based on especially imperfect 

and incomplete information until a new traffic equilibrium was established. This thesis 

examines how within day and day-to-day variations affect the equilibrium process when 

Minnesota ramp meters were shutdown. This study employs loop detector data (volume 

and occupancies) to understand equilibrium. 

 

1.2 Research Objectives 

 
Traffic fluctuates from one day to other and also within the day. Today’s travel is not 

always equal to the yesterday travel. There are many other factors (weather, delays, 

accidents etc.) that affect driver perception of travel. These are small temporary shocks to 

the system that temporarily disturb the traffic equilibrium. It is believed that it doesn’t 

take the system long to come back to equilibrium due to these small shocks. However the 

ramp meter shutdown disturbed the balance of flow on the network. The disturbed flow 

might take one week, two weeks or 3 months to settles down to new conditions or might 

not settle at all. To determine how long it takes to restore equilibrium. This research 

makes use of economic theory of supply and demand to predict today’s flow. 

 

This research investigates whether, and how quickly, traffic returns to an equilibrium 

after a major shock such as removing ramp meter controls. The research objectives are to: 
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1. Define traffic equilibrium conditions for traffic flow. 

2. Develop a methodology to estimate network flow equilibration. 

3. Apply the methodology to determine from the empirical data how soon an 

equilibrium is re-established after it is disturbed.  

 

This fundamental research will help in understanding short-term traffic responses to 

significant changes in capacity such as road construction or new traffic control policies, 

and thereby assess their effects. In particular, it is important to know whether and how 

quickly equilibrium is restored to determine how long traffic studies, such as this one, 

need to be carried out.  For instance, if a new equilibrium is established in one week, the 

ramp meter experiment could have been much shorter; on the other hand, if a new 

equilibrium takes longer than eight weeks, the experiment was too short. The questions 

that will be answered through this research will be: 

 

 Does the previous year’s flow correlate with this year’s flow? 

 Does flow from the week before explain this week’s flow? 

 Does yesterday’s flow predict today’s flow? 

 Does the previous hour’s flow explain the current hour’s flow? 

 Does the estimation of travel time improve by taking multiple days or weeks into 

account? 

 Will the average travel time in year 2000 (without meters) be greater than 1999 

(with meters)? 
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 Will average travel time increase or decrease once an equilibrium is established? 

 

1.3  Background 

 
The definition of traffic equilibrium depends upon the study objectives and research 

methodology. The usual definition of traffic equilibrium is concerned with the 

assignment of travel demand to routes of a traffic network in such a way that no user of 

the network can reduce his travel time (or cost) by unilaterally changing his route 

(Wardrop, 1952). The assumptions underlying Wardrop’s principle of user equilibrium 

are that drivers are perfectly rational, and have complete and perfect knowledge of 

network conditions. Wardrop’s definition forms the basis of much advanced research on 

traffic modeling under different conditions.  

 

This thesis differs from previous research in terms of data used. No previous research 

made use of loop detector data to identify how or whether traffic converges to an 

equilibrium. However, one important consideration is the day-to-day variations and 

driver’s response to these varying conditions (congestion, delays, accidents etc.).  

 

Several models have been proposed in the past to account for driver’s travel choice 

behavior in a network. If the equilibrium approach is combined with the within-day 

constant demand assumption, the well known deterministc and stochastic user 

equilibrium models are obtained (Sheffi, 1985). Daganzo and Sheffi (1977) defined the 

concept of stochastic user equilibrium, according to which no user can improve his/her 
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perceived travel time by unilaterally changing routes. The formulation by Daganzo and 

Sheffi was used to develop a stochastic equilibrium model for departure time selections 

(de Palma et al. 1983). This model was extended (Ben-Akiva et al., 1984) to include day-

to-day variations according to which a standard network equilibrium model represents the 

flow pattern during a fixed time interval – a peak period, or a peak hour. A further 

extension of this model (Ben-Akiva et al., 1986) included route choice and the option of 

not making the trip.  

 

A Markovian model was used (Ben Akiva and de Palma, 1986) to evolve traffic patterns 

from one day to the other, assuming that the system reaches a unique steady state. The 

model used assumes that individuals are informed about the distribution of actual travel 

times on day d-1, and utilize this information when they decide to make a trip on day d. 

This framework was extended to develop a dynamic stochastic equilibrium assignment 

model for a general network (Vythoulkas, 1990, Mithilesh, Madanat, Peeta, 1998). 

 

A stochastic process approach was proposed (Cascetta, 1989) to analyze day-to-day 

dynamics in a transportation network assuming within-day constant demand. This 

approach requires an explicit modeling of the day-to-day adjustment in user’s behavior 

and allows overcoming most of the equilibrium limitations giving steady state average 

link flows. This model was further extended by (Casetta and Cantarella, 1991) to include 

within-day dynamic demand.  
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Mahmassani and Chang (1985, 1988) developed a model that takes into account selection 

of route and departure time in accordance with individual attributes and received 

information. The results indicate that if trip makers are not satisfied with their previous 

selection they will select a new route, adjust their departure time or both. Hu and 

Mahmassani (1995) proposed a simulation framework for studying day-to-day dynamics 

under real-time information. They conclude that driver’s decisions are based on the 

previous day’s experience and are independent of current network conditions.  

 

Tittemore et al. (1972) found that the percentage of daily traffic occurring during the 

peak hours ranged from 7-12%, where the higher values are for rural and suburban 

highways, which in general are less congested than urban roads. They also observed that 

higher levels of traffic congestion are associated with smaller peak hour fractions of daily 

traffic and therefore the level of congestion appears to be an important determinant of the 

temporal distribution of personal travel decisions. The level and duration of congestion 

plays an important role in the trip selection process. 
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1.4  Thesis Organization 

 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the site selection 

procedure followed by data used in thesis is discussed in detail. The equilibrium theory 

and methodology employed are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. The results obtained from 

this study are described and analyzed in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, the contribution 

of this paper and the scope of future research are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2: SITE SELECTION AND DATA 

 
2.1  Site Selection 

 

Selection of a site for study is based on availability of data and desired network 

geometry. Since data forms the basis of any study, accurate and reliable information is 

required. Data requirements include: 

 

 Familiarity with the route 

 Ramp control (to take into account the effect of metering) 

 Detectors properly installed and in working condition. 

 

The data for this project is provided by Minnesota Department of Transportation Traffic 

Management Center and is also available on the web (TMC 2002). The other main 

criterion is the condition of the roads. Desirable roadway characteristics are: 

 

 Straight sections (avoid weaving section) 

 Congested in peak periods 

 

Based on above data and roadway characteristics, two study sites are selected for this 

project. TH-169 and I-35W are two sites that are mostly commonly used for traffic 

research in the Twin Cities based on the availability and quality of data.  
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Trunk Highway – 169 (TH-169) 

 

TH- 169, a limited access highway with ramp control, is north-south highway in the west 

suburbs of the Metropolitan Twin Cities area. The location for this study is northbound 

highway US 169, which runs from I-494 in the south (the southern beltway in the Twin 

Cities) to I-94 in the north (the northern beltway) as shown in Figure 2.1. This segment is 

used for daily commuting by people who live in the western suburbs and work in 

downtown Minneapolis or adjacent areas. This comparatively straight road segment has 

many geometric and traffic characteristics found in most major highways in the Twin 

Cities. It begins in the south (east of Eden Prairie) with intersection with I-494 and from 

here it crosses Edina, intersects with State Highway 212 and TH 62, crosses St. Louis 

Park, intersects I-394 & TH-55 (major routes for connection of west suburbs to 

downtown) and continues through Plymouth. The study section ends at the intersection 

with I-94 near the Brooklyn Park.  
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Study  

Section 

 
Figure 2.1: TH-169 Study Segment Location Map  
 

The study segment is approximately 25 kilometers (15.6 miles) in length. It intersects 

three major freeways, has 23 entrance ramps, 22 exit ramps,  and it crosses 5 major 

intersections. TH-169 was selected based on the following criteria. 

 

 Feeder route in downtown via I-394 & TH-55 

 Beltway type of route (suburbs to suburbs) 

 Study route for various projects (for comparison purposes)  

 Ramp control  
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Interstate 35 W (I-35W) 

 
The second site is Northbound I-35W from the south side of the metro area going toward 

downtown Minneapolis, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.  This segment is a heavily used radial 

commuting route, and it has many geometric features and traffic characteristics typically 

found throughout the metro area.  It begins at the Minnesota River, which is the border 

between Burnsville to the South and Bloomington to the North.  From here it crosses 

Bloomington, intersects with I-494, crosses Richfield, intersects with TH 62, and 

continues to downtown Minneapolis where it also intersects I-94.  The study segment 

ends at the Mississippi River near the University of Minnesota, east bank campus.   

 

The study segment is approximately 23 kilometers (14.5 miles) in length.  It intersects 

three major freeways, has 20 entrance ramps, 17 exits (three of which are left exits and/or 

major diverges), three severe horizontal curves, several weaving sections, and a high 

occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane through Bloomington from the Minnesota River to 90th 

Street.   
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Figure 2.2:  I-35W Study Segment Location Map 
 

 

2.2  Data 

 

To achieve the objective of the study, data was compiled from various sources. The data 

for this study has been provided by Mn/DOT's Traffic Management Center as part of 

their routine data collection. Pre and post-shut down data, and data from a year previous 

are also considered to estimate the model. In addition to loop detector data, 

climatological data for Minnesota was obtained from National Climatic Data Center 

(NCDC). The data used in this study consists of the following 
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 Freeway volumes counts, a measure of the number of vehicles that have passed 

over a detector.  

 Freeway occupancies, a measure of percentage of time the detector is occupied by 

a vehicle.  

 Hourly precipitation data 

 Temperature data  

 

Table 2.1 shows the months and years taken into consideration for this study. 

 
Table 2.1: Data Summary 
 September October November 
    
Pre Shutdown 
     Previous year 

04, 2000 
 
06, 1999 

                    15, 2000 
 
                    17, 1999 

 

    
Shutdown 
   Previous year 

                     16, 2000 
 
                    18, 1999 

                      26, 2000 
 
                      28, 1999 

 

The data obtained from TMC consists of 5-minute volumes and occupancies. The 5-

minute loop detector data covers all the detectors embedded in the study area. The 

detectors are grouped together based on the geometry of the section. The 1999 data is 

used to account for seasonal variations.  

  

Data management was handled efficiently using specially designed computer programs 

(Zhang, 2001). These programs are used to obtain the required input data from the 5-

minute loop detector data. Separate files for each day of the week were prepared and then  

finally combined for analysis.  
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The volumes obtained from TMC are for each detector in 5-minute interval and can 

be used to compute traffic flow on freeway segments. The section (segment) starts at the 

upstream end of the detector, which is entrance ramp in most cases to the downstream 

entrance ramp. A station basically consists of the total number of loop detectors at one 

location. For instance TH-169, a 2-lane facility, will have two loop detectors, therefore 

two volume readings are obtained from the data. These volumes are then added to obtain 

the average volume of the station. 

 

Freeway occupancies, the percent of time a detector is occupied by a vehicle, were 

used to calculate the travel time on freeway segments. Station occupancy is obtained by 

averaging occupancy from detectors placed in adjacent lanes at the same location. All 

detectors in the segments were used for travel time calculation. The space mean speed in 

every time interval is given by:  

300**5280

**100

1

1
1

k

vk
sk

K

LQ
u =             

Where: 

    
u

s kl
 space mean speed of detector l in time interval k (mile/sec) 

Qkl volume of detector l in time interval k (vehicles/hour) 

Lv             average vehicle length plus the length of the loop detector 

Kkl  time occupancy of the 1st (2nd) detector in time interval k (%) 
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An effective vehicle length value obtained from TMC was used which is typically 22 ft 

(6.71 meters) for normal vehicle. The above formula will give the space mean speed for 

each lane. Depending upon the number of lanes in the facility, the weighted speed at each 

station is calculated: 

1 2k1 k2

k

1 2

* *
k s k s

s

k k

K u K u
u

K K

+
=

+
       

Using the basic physics relation, travel time can be obtained for each time interval: 

k
/

k s
L u! =   

Where: 

τk travel time in time interval k 

L Length of the section 

 

Travel decisions are influenced by various factors. Rainfall and snow contribute 

heavily to travelers decisions, especially for non-work trips. Work trips are likely to be 

less affected by these fluctuations. Hourly precipitation data is used to take seasonal 

effects into consideration. Due consideration is given to obtain hourly rainfall data 

(NCDC, 2001) for the Twin Cities area. The closet approximation to the test sites is the 

Minneapolis/St. Paul airport, since hourly data is only available for this location.  

 

Temperature data obtained from National Climatic Data Center was based on day-

to-day basis; so hourly effects were not properly captured. The temperature used in the 

analysis of both morning and evening peaks is the average of high and low for the day. It 
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might affect the outcome from the analysis, especially in winter as temperature fluctuates 

throughout the day. 

 
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 shows the data summary for TH-169 and I-35W respectively. The raw 

data consists of many errors and so is fixed before the analysis. The errors are mainly due 

to malfunctioning of detectors. Either the detector was known to be broken, or the 

volumes seemed unreasonable. Due care was followed in removing observations as it will 

affect the results. The main reason is traffic volume reported as 24, 36, 48 or 96 

indicating a malfunctioning detection. In addition there are some places where the 

detector was broken for the whole day of observation, so that day’s observations were 

thrown out. The dummy variable for week 7, one of the independent variables was 

removed from the analysis because several days of the week were missing, making the 

results biased.  

 
The details of reason used in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 are presented in Table 2.2 
 
 
 
Table 2.2: Reasons for removing observations 
Error Type Descriptions 
  
Reason A Low volume equal to 24, 36, 48, 96 
Reason B Individual segments (sections) low volumes 
Reason C Low volumes for whole week during either morning or evening peak 
Reason D Volume equal zero 
Reason E Individual observation low volumes 
  
Reasons A-E indicate malfunctioning detection 
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Table 2.3: Data summary TH-169 
 
No. of days in a week – 7 days 

No. of weeks – 7 weeks 

No. of segments (sections) – 21  

No. of observations in each segment – 3 (morning) & 4 (evening) 

 

Case 1: Pre shutdown 
 
 Morning Peak Evening Peak 
Initial Observations 21*7*7*3 = 3087 21*7*7*4 = 4116 

With week 7 dropped 21*7*3     = 441 21*7*4     = 588 
Reason A – Wrong volumes   
Monday 7*6*3       = 126 7*6*4       = 168 
Tuesday 7*6*3       = 126 10*6*4     = 240 
Wednesday 8*6*3       = 144 7*6*4       = 168 
Thursday 6*6*3       = 108 9*6*4       = 216 
Friday 11*6*3     = 198 6*6*4       = 144 
Saturday 10*6*3     = 180 7*6*4       = 168 
Sunday 10*6*3     = 180 7*6*4       = 168 
Reason B – Segment 21 
(Saturday) 

                      24 

Reason E – Segment 7 
Qijhd1wy = 24 (Thursday) 

                      1 

Reason D, volume = 0                     168                      204 
Total observations                     1416                      2027 
Note: Observations for week 7 are only for 4 days, so week 7 dropped 
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Table 2.3: Data summary TH-169 (Contd.) 
 
Case 2: Shutdown 
 
 Morning Peak Evening Peak 
Initial Observations 21*7*7*3 = 3087 21*7*7*4 = 4116 

With week 7 dropped 21*7*3     = 441 21*7*4     = 588 
Reason A – Wrong volumes   
Monday 7*6*3       = 126 7*6*4       = 168 
Tuesday 7*6*3       = 126 10*6*4     = 240 
Wednesday 8*6*3       = 144 7*6*4       = 168 
Thursday 6*6*3       = 108 9*6*4       = 216 
Friday 11*6*3     = 198 6*6*4       = 144 
Saturday 10*6*3     = 180 7*6*4       = 168 
Sunday 10*6*3     = 180 7*6*4       = 168 
Reason C – Oct 22, 2000  
(week 1) obs. Dropped 

                     33  

Reason C – Nov. 5, 2000 
(week 3) obs. Dropped 

                     30  

Reason C – Oct 23, 2000  
(week 2) obs. Dropped 

                     42  

Reason E – Volumes = 24                       12 
Total observations                      1479                      2244 
Note: Observations for week 7 are only for 4 days, so week 7 dropped 
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Table 2.4: Data summary I-35W 
 
No. of days in a week – 7 days 

No. of weeks – 7 weeks 

No. of segments (sections) – 13  

No. of observations in each segment – 3 (morning) & 4 (evening) 

 
Case 1: Pre shutdown 
 
 Morning Peak Evening Peak 
Initial Observations 13*7*7*3 = 1911 13*7*7*4 = 2548 

With week 7 dropped 13*7*3     = 273 13*7*4     = 364 
Reason A – Wrong volumes   
Monday 6*6*3       = 108 5*6*4       = 120 
Tuesday 6*6*3       = 108 6*6*4       = 144 
Wednesday 5*6*3       = 90 5*6*4       = 120 
Thursday 5*6*3       = 90 6*6*4       = 144 
Friday 5*6*3       = 90 6*6*4       = 144 
Saturday 6*6*3       = 108 6*6*4       = 144 
Sunday 7*6*3       = 126 7*6*4       = 168 
Reason B – Segment 3 
(Thursday, week 3) 

                     3  

Reason B – Segment 2, week 2, 
(wed & Fri.) 

 4*2           = 8 

Reason D, volume = 0                     90                     120 
Total observations                     825                     1072 
Note: Observations for week 7 are only for 4 days, so week 7 dropped 
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Table 2.4: Data summary I-35W (Contd.) 
 
Case 2: Shutdown 
 
 Morning Peak Evening Peak 
Initial Observations 13*7*7*3 = 1911 13*7*7*4 = 2548 

With week 7 dropped 13*7*3     = 273 13*7*4     = 364 
Reason A – Wrong volumes   
Monday 6*6*3       = 108 5*6*4       = 120 
Tuesday 6*6*3       = 108 6*6*4       = 144 
Wednesday 5*6*3       = 90 5*6*4       = 120 
Thursday 5*6*3       = 90 6*6*4       = 144 
Friday 5*6*3       = 90 6*6*4       = 144 
Saturday 6*6*3       = 108 6*6*4       = 144 
Sunday 7*6*3       = 126 7*6*4       = 168 
Reason E – volumes = 24, 36 & 
48 

                     61  

Reason B   4*5           = 20 
Total observations                      857                      1180 
Note: Observations for week 7 are only for 4 days, so week 7 dropped 
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CHAPTER 3: EQUILIBRIUM THEORY 

 

3.1  General Overview 

 

Wardrop’s first principle (1952) of user equilibrium (UE) holds only when the drivers are 

rational and have complete and perfect information about the system travel time during 

their commute. Many equilibrium models are deterministic. In these models, all drivers 

choose the shortest route or equivalently, the lowest travel cost route. Equilibrium is 

reached when drivers cannot unilaterally change their travel time or cost by changing 

route. Wardrop’s second principle (1952) of system optimality (SO) is achieved when 

drivers ‘cooperate’ with one another in order to minimize total system time. In the 

absence of pricing of other inducements to cooperate, this is a non-realistic behavioral 

assumption. In stochastic user equilibrium (SUE), an error term is introduced to the 

choice process. The behavioral model associated with this assumption is that drivers 

minimize their perceived travel time. The error term may have multiple implications such 

as imperfect knowledge about travel time or measurement error.  

 

Wie et al (1995) compared the time varying traffic flow patterns under the SO and UE 

principles on a general network with many origins and destinations at different levels of 

traffic congestion. They found that SO solutions have shorter travel times than the 

equilibrium solutions but have longer total schedule delay. In addition they found that the 
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extent of difference (that is, the travel cost saving of the SO over the UE solutions) grows 

as the congestion increases.  

 

Prasher and Bekhor (2000) compares UE, SO, SUE solutions for a simple network with 

focus on variation of the demand range, from uncongested to congested situation. They 

showed that when the network conditions are moderate, the SUE solution is closer to the 

SO solution, but by increasing demand, the UE solution is closer to the SO solution. In 

addition, they proved for extreme cases of uncongested networks, the UE and SO 

solutions are similar and for highly congested situation, the UE and the SUE solutions 

become similar. 

 

Highway congestion occurs throughout the day and varies from one day to the other and 

from facility to facility. To fully understand the traffic behavior, day-to-day and within 

day traffic has to be analyzed. This research considers the morning and evening peak and 

defines a range of traffic variation that is necessary to define traffic equilibrium.  

 

Drivers who plan their trip during morning commutes make decisions based on their 

previous experience and also on the reports/forecast for that day. Non-work trips, which 

are often different from day-to-day, may not be able to rely on experience, as they are not 

scheduled at the same time. When accidents occur or more vehicles enter the system, the 

normal flow of traffic is disturbed and congestion builds. Theory suggests that traffic 

settles to a new equilibrium based on the typical travel times on the system. If we expect 
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the system to be at a strict equilibrium, we have to provide drivers with identical 

conditions everyday. This is still not possible despite the latest developments in 

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS).  

 

3.2  Economic definition of equilibrium  

 

Economists define equilibrium as the intersection of supply and demand curves (Figure 

3.1). A shock to the system can be modeled as a reduction (or increase) in capacity, 

moving the supply curve upward (downward).  However, in practice, people do not know 

where the new supply curve is instantaneously, so some tatonnement process is required.  

In real data there is always variability for a variety of reasons: imperfect information, 

new travelers and different trip patterns (more or fewer trips, closer or farther 

destinations, different times of day, mode shifts, etc.) changing the information from day-

to-day, miscalculation, etc.  Thus we are not expecting to find a perfect equilibrium, 

rather a small variability in the data from day-to-day.  In many respects, such a definition 

must be relative.  In particular, it is important to know how much day-to-day or week-to-

week variability there was before the shock (the shut down). That range is crucial in 

defining “equilibrium.” Only then can we answer the question of how many days or 

weeks it takes for day-to-day or week-to-week variability after the shock to settle down to 

the pre-shutdown range.   
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Figure 3.1: Supply and demand before and after metering. 
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY 

 

A new approach is developed to find traffic equilibria based on loop detector data. Loop 

detectors that provide input to various ITS system (ramp meters, variable message signs 

and real time traffic information) are installed on every major freeway in the Twin Cities. 

More than 4000 loop detectors on Twin Cities freeway system provide 30-second counts 

of volume and occupancy and are archived at the Mn/DOT Traffic Management Center. 

Data used in the analysis was extracted from this database and accumulated to a one-hour 

period for ease of calculation. The freeway was divided into segments based on 

geometry. Section lengths, which are used to compute travel time, are obtained from the  

Mn/DOT transportation information system. Keeping all the data in mind, a computer 

program was developed to generate hourly volume and travel time. The calculation of 

travel time is described in the data chapter. 

 

The models proposed take into account various explanatory variables. Ordinary Least 

Square (OLS) regression is used to estimate the parameters of a multiple linear regression 

equation. The general form of the linear regression equation considers the relationship 

between dependent variable (i.e. flow) and several explanatory variables. Explanatory 

variables are selected based on traffic flow and equilibration theory.  

 

Three different models are proposed. The first model estimates differences of absolute 

change in 5-minutes volume for both pre-shutdown and shutdown period. The second 
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model estimates the week-to-week variation in flow. Model three estimates the supply 

and underlying demand curve. The detailed explanation of each model is as follow: 

 

Model 1 

 

We posit that if traffic comes to equilibrium, the effect of time elapsing should be 

diminishing (i.e. the strongest effects should be in the first week), and the coefficient on 

W (a number of weeks, calculated from Oct 16, 2000, onwards for shutdown period and 

backward for pre-shutdown) should be near zero (and statistically insignificant in a linear 

model).  

 

| Qij,h,d,w,y – Qij,h,d,w-1,y | - | Qij,h,d,w,y-1 – Qij,h,d,w-1,y-1 | = f(W) 

 

Traffic typically drops in November and December due to the holidays, this is taken into 

account by having previous year volume so that we don’t want this affect to be embedded 

in the coefficient on W. 

 

Model 2 

 

We can measure equilibrium by defining the daily fluctuation of traffic during the 

morning and evening peak hours. This is achieved by predicting today’s flow based on 

flows in the previous hour, previous day, previous week and previous year. The seasonal 
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variation was taken into account by including temperature and snow variables. Day of the 

week is also an important factor. A trip on Monday is not the same as a trip on Tuesday 

and so on. This is taken into account by defining a day of the week dummy. In addition, 

the hourly dummies explain the contribution of the previous hour flow. It should have 

positive correlation to the hours in question’s flow. We expect that weekdays (with 

respect to weekends) will have positive effect on flow. This allows us to test the 

hypothesis that flow on each day of the week differs from flows on other days.  

 

Qij,h,d,w,y = f(Qij,h-1,d,w,y, Qij,h,d-1,w,y, Qij,h,d,w-1,y, Qij,h,d,w,y-1, H1, H2, Dmon, Dtues, Dwed, Dthurs, 

Dfri, Dsat, Dsun, Sx, Wn , P2000 , P1999 , Sf , Sc , ΔFmax , ΔFmin) 

 

Where, 

Qij,h,d,w,y =  Today’s flow 

Qij,h-1,d,w,y = previous hour volume 

Qij,h,d-1,w,y = previous day volume 

Qij,h,d,w-1,y = previous week volume 

Qij,h,d,w,y-1 = previous year volume (adjusted to day of the week accordingly) 

h = hour 

d = day 

w = week 

y = year 

ij = section 
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n = weeks since shut down  

Hm = hour of day dummy 

Dweek = day of week dummy 

Sx = section dummy 

Pyear = Precipitation dummy in year 2000 & 1999 respectively 

W1 ……Wn = Weekly dummy (Calculated from Oct 16, 2000) Onwards for Shutdown 

period and backward for pre-shutdown. 

Sf  = Amount of snow fall in year 2000 

Sc = amount of ice on ground in year 2000 

ΔFmax = difference of maximum temperature (2000-1999) 

ΔFmin = difference of minimum temperature (2000-1999) 

 

The detailed descriptions of these variables are as follow: 

 

Qijh1dwy – Flow in previous hour. This independent variable is used to encapsulate the 

effect of the previous hour. There is no causal reason that previous hour volume should 

effect the volume, but it may correlate with the current hour flow due to similar 

underlying causes. Drivers usually don’t have this information before they plan to take 

the trip (especially morning trips). Use of Advanced Traveler Information Systems, or 

even traffic radio reports or the internet) improves the information flow that drivers may 

utilize to their benefit.  
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Qijhd1wy – Flow on previous day. One of the most important independent variables, which 

usually portrays driver’s response to traffic. Trips today are usually based on trips 

yesterday. If the facility was congested yesterday at that time, drivers tend to adjust their 

departure/arrival time. The coefficient of this variable should be negatively correlated, if 

drivers are responding to conditions, but positive if they are simply correlated with the 

same underlying effect. Drivers experience today will influence their decision tomorrow.   

 

Qijhdw1y – Flow on the same day of the previous week. Usually traffic flow patterns 

remains similar for specific days of the week. But travel on Monday differs from 

Tuesday. It should be positively correlated as driver’s travel varies by day of the week, 

and the variables thus reflect the same underlying scheduling process.  

 

Qijhdwy1 – Flow on equivalent days of the previous year. This independent variable was 

taken into account to control for seasonal factors. Traffic tends to follow the same pattern 

as in the previous years. The coefficient of this variable should be positive, as yearly 

pattern are expected to remain the same.  

 

The flow variables in above equation takes into account flows that might contribute in 

explaining the model along with various dummy variable which are defined to take into 

account seasonal, location and daily variability. It is expected that the positive correlation 

between flows outweigh any negative cause and effect relationship. The greater the 

coefficient values the better it describes today’s flow.  
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Dweek - Day of the week dummies – It was taken into account to encapsulate the weekly 

traffic trends.  

 

W1 ……Wn - Weeks dummy – The most important independent variable, it tells us how 

traffic responds to the ramp meter shutdown. In the model used, this variable tells us the 

week-to-week flow increases/decreases with respect to the base period (week1).  

 

H1 ….. Hm = hour of day dummy - Hourly dummies are used to take into consideration 

the hourly changes to traffic conditions. Traffic at 7 am is expected to differ from traffic 

at 8 am.  

 

Weather variables – These variables were used to take into account weather effect on 

traffic. Previous years weather data was used to compare the traffic trends with the flow 

in year 2000. Snowfall and snow on ground (snow cover) are important decision 

variables especially in winter and affects drivers decision about whether to take or adjust 

their trip. 
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The model was tested for 8 different cases as shown in table 4.1 

Table 4.1: Cases information 
Pre shutdown/ Shutdown I 35 W TH 169 

AM Peak Case 1 / Case 3 Case 2 / Case 4 

PM Peak Case 5 / Case 7 Case 6 / Case 8 

 

The results of all these cases are discussed in the analysis and results sections. 

 

Model 3 

 

Following the economic theory, the flow on a section (by time of day, day of week) can 

be thought of as a function of supply and demand. There is an underlying demand curve 

and two supply curves to consider. The network gives the supply curves (how travel time 

varies with flow) with the first supply curve represents the period with ramp control and 

the second without ramp control (see Figure 3.1). Demand is manifested by actual traffic 

flow as a function of travel times, which is reduced by higher travel times (lower travel 

speeds). However, travelers choose trips, which comprise bundles of sections, so the 

price on a single section may have little effect on the demand for trips.  Therefore, we 

include the time on the immediately upstream and downstream sections as well as an 

indicator of overall network effects.  The underlying preference for travel also depends 

on time-of-day, day-of-week, and seasonal factors.  Change in flow is derivable from our 

expression estimating total flow directly.  The full model can be represented as below. 
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Qij,h,d,w,y = f (S, D) 

 

Model 3a gives estimates of supply curve for both pre-shutdown and shutdown period. 

BPR formula is used to calculate travel time as follow: 

 

S= Tijhdwy = T0 (1 + β (Qijhdwy/C)γ ) 

Where 

Tijhdwy = Congested travel time on link ij, hour h, day d, week w, year y 

T0 = Free flow travel time. Calculated from K-Q graph  

Qijhwdy = traffic volume, vehicle per hour 

C = Capacity flow = 2000 vph for freeway lanes 

 

The free flow time in the BPR formulation is estimated using the flow-density 

relationship. These BPR function is estimated by: 

  

Ln (Tijhdwy/T0 – 1) = ln β + γ ln Qijhdwy 

 

Model 3b estimates the underlying demand curve as a function of travel time of both 

upstream and downstream sections on a freeway. The equation representing demand is as 

follow:  
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D = Qij,h,d,w,y = f(Tij,h-1,d,w,y, Tij,h,d-1,w,y, Tij,h,d,w-1,y, Tij,h,d,w,y-1, Tgi,h-1,d,w,y, Tgi,h,d-1,w,y, Tgi,h,d,w-

1,y, Tgi,h,d,w,y-1, Tjk,h-1,d,w,y, Tjk,h,d-1,w,y, Tjk,h,d,w-1,y, Tjk,h,d,w,y-1, H1, H2, Dmon, Dtues, Dwed, Dthurs, 

Dfri, Dsat, Dsun, Sx, Wn,  P2000 , P1999 , Sf , Sc , ΔFmax , ΔFmin) 

 

Where: 

Tij,h-1,d,w,y = previous hour travel time in seconds on section ij  

Tij,h,d-1,w,y = previous day travel time in seconds on section ij 

Tij,h,d,w-1,y = previous week travel time in seconds on section ij 

Tij,h,d,w,y-1 = previous year travel time in seconds on section ij (adjusted to day of the week 

accordingly) 

Tgi,h-1,d,w,y = previous hour travel time in seconds on upstream section gi  

Tgi,h,d-1,w,y = previous day travel time in seconds on upstream section gi 

Tgi,h,d,w-1,y = previous week travel time in seconds on upstream section gi 

Tgi,h,d,w,y-1 = previous year travel time in seconds on upstream section gi (adjusted to day 

of the week accordingly) 

Tjk,h-1,d,w,y = previous hour travel time in seconds on downstream section jk  

Tjk,h,d-1,w,y = previous day travel time in seconds on downstream section jk 

Tjk,h,d,w-1,y = previous week travel time in seconds on downstream section jk 

Tjk,h,d,w,y-1 = previous year travel time in seconds on downstream section jk 

gi = upstream section 

jk = downstream section 
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The description of travel time variables along with predicted hypothesis are as follow: 

 

Tijh1dwy, Tgih1dwy, Tjkh1dwy – Travel time in previous hour for the section under 

consideration, upstream, and downstream respectively. These independent variables are 

used to encapsulate the effect of previous hour. Previous hour travel time will affect the 

flow on the segment under consideration if travelers respond to information. For instance 

if drivers see that the downstream end is congested, they will redirect their route. For this 

analysis the first and the last section’s observations were dropped out due to zero values 

for these variables. It is expected that the coefficient on this variable to be negative as 

travel time increases, flow decreases.  

 

Tijhd1wy, Tgihd1wy, Tjkhd1wy – Travel times on previous day for upstream, section under 

consideration and downstream sections. One of the most important independent variable, 

which again portrays driver’s response to traffic. The travel time today on a facility will 

influence a driver’s decision to take the same route or leave/arrive at the same time 

tomorrow.  

 

Tijhdw1y, Tgihdw1y, Tjkhdw1y – Travel times in previous week for the upstream, section under 

study, and downstream sections. Traffic patterns are similar by day of the week and so 

travelers may respond to last week’s travel time.  
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Tijhdwy1 Tgihdwy1, Tjkhdwy1 – travel time in previous year for the upstream, section under 

study and downstream sections. This independent variable was taken into account to 

encapsulate the effect of previous year travel time on flow. This allows some control for 

seasonal effects.  

According to economic theory all these travel time coefficients should be negatively 

correlated because with the increase in travel time, flow decreases, so the lesser the value 

of the variable, the higher will be the flow on the section.  

 

The most important explanatory variable for this thesis in the supply and demand 

equations are the weeks. If traffic is equilibrating, the coefficient of this week-to-week 

change will decrease over time. 

 

These models capture daily, weekly, yearly and seasonal effects. The supply model gives 

us today’s flow based on previous information and takes into account day-to-day, week-

to-week and also yearly variation into consideration. The models also capture weather 

variation (rain, snow etc.). The demand model is run separately for the pre-shutdown and 

shutdown period and estimate flow based on travel time parameters.  
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

In this research, three models were specified to take into account the daily traffic 

variation for pre-shutdown and shutdown period in the morning and evening peak. The 

within day variation in traffic was studied and compared in the year 1999 and 2000.  

 

Traffic data was utilized for all days (Monday through Sunday) for a period of six 

months. Six months included 3 months for the year 1999 and 3 months for the year 2000. 

Levinson et al. (2002) show that total vehicle miles travel on NB TH-169 during the early 

morning peak (4:00 – 7:00) and afternoon (11:00 – 15:00) is greater for the fall of year 

2000 (without meters) as compared with the same time in to year 1999 (with meters), and 

the trend reverses for rest of the day. So we can conclude that the pattern depends on 

metering, facility, and time of day.  

 

5.1  Initial Observation 

 

Each detector station was analyzed separately to look how changes to the system affect 

traffic flow. Various graphs were plotted for the 24 hr period during the observation 

period. Interesting results were obtained. Figures 5.1-5.3 represent the traffic pattern on a 

section of highway US 169. Overall, these figures show the movement of traffic at one 

particular detector station over an observation period for each 5-minute interval and 

compares the traffic volumes on different days of week. 
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Figure 5.1 shows the change in volumes for different detectors on Tuesdays, Figure 5.2 

shows total traffic pattern for detector 1362 over the entire study period, while Figure 5.3 

shows traffic trend on Wednesday for detector 1362. As can be seen from Figure 5.1 and 

5.2, total volume before shutdown i.e., Oct 16, 2000 remains steady throughout the 

weekdays but after the shutdown process, there is a sharp increase in volume which 

disturbs the freeway traffic pattern. Figure 5.1 represents traffic patterns on Tuesdays for 

different detector stations over the entire study period. The most interesting finding is the 

total volume fluctuation before the shut down which indicates the range which we call 

equilibrium. But soon after shutting off the meters, the volume fluctuation increases 

drastically. As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the low change in volume before shutdown 

indicates that the traffic pattern was consistent over the weeks but after shutting down the 

ramp meters, traffic varies from one day to another which might have occurred because 

people tried different routes to reach their destinations. However, it seems that after a few 

weeks into the operation, traffic patterns again return to a new level and change in the 

volume from one week to another decreased. 

 

As can be seen from Figure 5.2, the traffic volumes generally increase from Monday 

through Friday. The volumes remain steady before the shutdown and the change in 

volume from one day to other was small. The average change in volume before the 

shutdown was in the range of 300 vehicles over a period of one week but increases 

sharply to 1000 vehicles over a one-week period. The average volume for detectors 
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before the shutdown was 20,750, and afterwards it decreases to 18,833 vehicles. This 

trend varies from one detector location to another. 

  

As can be seen from Figure 5.3, there is a sharp fluctuation in traffic volumes during the 

PM peak period and because the ramp at this particular location serves the traffic going 

home from work locations. In contrast, the morning commute seems to be stable 

throughout the examination period. In addition, data was missing during some time 

intervals as represented in the graph. However, traffic follows the same time-of-day 

pattern on all Wednesdays. 

 

5.2  Results obtained 
 

The results obtained from the analysis of the models are presented in this section.  

 

Model 1 

Model 1 estimates the difference of absolute change in 5-minutes volumes.  

 

| Qij,h,d,w,y – Qij,h,d,w-1,y | - | Qij,h,d,w,y-1 – Qij,h,d,w-1,y-1 | = f(W) 

 

As the number of weeks increases (in this case shutdown study), the effect of week-to-

week change should decrease over time. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 represent the absolute 

change in volumes for 5-minutes interval for two cases.  The first case examines the 

traffic flows on Tuesdays in the 8 weeks before shutdown, and the comparable 8 weeks in 
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the previous year.  The second case examines traffic flows on Tuesdays during the 

shutdown and the 8 weeks comparable to the shutdown in the previous year. It is evident 

from Figure 5.4 that the week-to-week change in volume remains steady during the 8 

weeks before the shutdown when ramp meters were operating. Table 5.1a shows that the 

absolute change in 5-minute volumes is not significantly related to the number of weeks 

since the first observation in the pre-shutdown period.  However, Figure 5.5 shows that 

the week-to-week change is larger during the ramp meter experiment during 2000.  This 

is detailed in Table 5.1b, which illustrates the three models, and shows a positive 

coefficient on weeks since shutdown.  This suggests that instead of traffic seeking 

equilibrium, it is in fact fleeing it.  Comparing Figures 5.4 and 5.5 shows the absolute 

week-to-week change in 5-minute volumes is generally greater without ramp meters then 

for the pre-shutdown case.  

 

Looking at individual stations for other time periods, there is a larger variation in the PM 

peak period. The variation is small at the start of PM peak period but as the time 

progresses; the variation increases and is at the maximum between 5:00 and 6:00 PM.  
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Table 5.1: Results from difference of absolute volume model 
 
Table 5.1a: Pre-Shutdown Case [2000-1999] Tuesday 

Total # of observations = 1620 
Variable Model 1a Model 1b Model 1c 
    
Week 0.183   
 (0.824)   
Week2  0.026  
  (0.941)  
Ln(Week)   0.496 
   (0.612) 
Constant 14.02 14.29 14.10 
 (14.87) (24.38) (12.69) 
R-Square 0.000419 0.000547 0.000231 
Note: The values in parenthesis represent the t Statistics. 
 
 
 
Table 5.1b: Shutdown Case [2000-1999] Tuesday 
 
Total # of observations = 1944 
Variable Model 1a Model 1b Model 1c 
    
Week 4.427   
 (15.979)   
Week2  0.503  
  (16.642)  
Ln(Week)   16.633 
   (14.818) 
Constant 1.727 9.991 -1.986 
 (1.295) (11.838) (-1.193) 
R-Square 0.1162 0.1248 0.1016 
Note: The values in parenthesis represent the t Statistics. 
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Model 2 

Model 2 predicts today’s flow as the function of flow on previous hour, day, week and 

year.  

 

Qij,h,d,w,y = f(Qij,h-1,d,w,y, Qij,h,d-1,w,y, Qij,h,d,w-1,y, Qij,h,d,w,y-1, H1, H2, Dmon, Dtues, Dwed, Dthurs, 

Dfri, Dsat, Dsun, Sx, Wn , P2000 , P1999 , Sf , Sc , ΔFmax , ΔFmin) 

 

It tells us how changes to flow on the network affect the driver’s decision in taking the 

trip. In this model, the most important variable was week. Our hypothesis was as the 

change from week-to-week decrease the traffic is settling down most probably to a new 

point. The model was tested for eight different cases and on two facilities.  

 

Table 5.2 shows the R-squared values obtained for eight different cases. It seems that 

flow is well described by the explanatory variables.  

 
Table 5.2: R-Squared values for 8 cases 
Cases Facility Period Time of day R-Squared 
     
1 Morning 0.9889 
2 

Pre Shutdown 
Evening 0.8916 

3 Morning 0.9746 
4 

TH-169 NB 
Shutdown Evening 0.8975 

5 Morning 0.9871 
6 Pre Shutdown Evening 0.9664 
7 Morning 0.9839 
8 

35W NB 
Shutdown Evening 0.9519 
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Table 5.3-5.6 shows results obtained from the above model. There is enormous 

significance of these results as it explains the flow trends. Dummies for Sunday and H4 

(H3 in case of morning peak) are suppressed to take into account the effect of these 

variables. The dummy for Sunday is chosen as there is less traffic than compared to other 

days of the week. Similarly in the case of the hour dummy, the last hour was chosen as 

traffic flow compares it with the peak flow.  

 
 
The results obtained are consistent with the hypothesis and explain much of the daily 

variation in drivers’ behavior. During rush hours, observed traffic flows are not uniform 

and delay occurs at different locations at different times, suggesting that traffic delay 

varies from day-to-day and from facility-to-facility. The previous day flow are significant 

in most cases, suggesting that drivers decision to take a trip is based on historical 

experiences. If trip makers are not satisfied with their previous selections, they will seek a 

new route or adjust their departure time or both. Results are discussed in three different 

scenarios. Morning and evening peak, pre-shutdown and shutdown, and two facilities 

TH-169 and I-35W. Results obtained reflect the actual behavior of traffic on road as the 

model captured all the important variables in account. 
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Table 5.3: Results summary - Pre shutdown TH-169 NB 
 
Dependent variable - Qijhdwy 
Independent 
Variable 

Hypothesis Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

  Evening Morning 
      
Qijh1dwy + + S + S 
Qijhd1wy + + NS + S 
Qijhdw1y + + NS + S 
Qijhdwy1 + + S + S 
H1 + + S + NS 
H2 + + S + NS 
H3 + + S Dropped  
D1mon + + S + S 
D2tues + + S + S 
D3wed + + S + S 
D4thurs + + S + S 
D5fri + + S + S 
D6sat - + NS - S 
W2 - - S - NS 
W3 - - NS - NS 
W4 - - S + NS 
W5 - - S + NS 
W6 - - S + NS 
wetter - - NS - NS 
dryer + + S - NS 
snowfall  Dropped  Dropped  
snowcove  Dropped  Dropped  
ditempma + + NS + NS 
ditempmi - - S + NS 
      
Note: no snowfall in pre-shutdown period 
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Table 5.4: Results summary - Shutdown TH-169 NB 
 
Dependent variable - Qijhdwy 
Independent 
Variable 

Hypothesis Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

  Evening  Morning 
      
Qijh1dwy + + S + S 
Qijhd1wy + + S + S 
Qijhdw1y + + S + S 
Qijhdwy1 + + S + S 
H1 + + S + S 
H2 + - S + S 
H3 + - S Dropped  
D1mon + - NS + S 
D2tues + - S + NS 
D3wed + - S + NS 
D4thurs + - S - NS 
D5fri + - S + NS 
D6sat - - S - S 
W2 - + NS + S 
W3 - + NS + NS 
W4 - + NS + NS 
W5 - + NS + NS 
W6 - - NS - NS 
wetter - - S - NS 
dryer + + S - S 
snowfall - - NS + NS 
snowcove - - NS + NS 
ditempma + + NS + S 
ditempmi - + NS - NS 
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Table 5.5: Results summary - Pre shutdown I-35W NB 
 
Dependent variable - Qijhdwy 
Independent 
Variable 

Hypothesis Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

  Evening Morning 
      
Qijh1dwy + + S + S 
Qijhd1wy + + NS + S 
Qijhdw1y + + S + S 
Qijhdwy1 + + S + S 
H1 + + S + NS 
H2 + + S + NS 
H3 + + S Dropped  
D1mon + + S + S 
D2tues + + S + S 
D3wed + + S + S 
D4thurs + + NS + S 
D5fri + + S + S 
D6sat - - NS - NS 
W2 - + NS - NS 
W3 - - NS - NS 
W4 - - NS - NS 
W5 - - NS + NS 
W6 - - NS + NS 
W2 - + NS - S 
dryer + + NS + S 
snowfall  Dropped  Dropped  
snowcove  Dropped  Dropped  
ditempma + + NS + NS 
ditempmi - - S - NS 
      
Note: no snowfall in pre-shutdown period 
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Table 5.6: Results summary - Shutdown I-35W NB 
 
Dependent variable - Qijhdwy 
Independent 
Variable 

Hypothesis Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

  Evening Morning 
      
Qijh1dwy + + S + NS 
Qijhd1wy + + NS + NS 
Qijhdw1y + + S + S 
Qijhdwy1 + + S + S 
H1 + + S + S 
H2 + + S - NS 
H3 + + S Dropped  
D1mon + + NS - NS 
D2tues + + NS - NS 
D3wed + + NS - NS 
D4thurs + + NS + NS 
D5fri + + NS - NS 
D6sat - + NS - NS 
W2 - - NS - S 
W3 - - S - NS 
W4 - - S - S 
W5 - - NS - S 
W6 - - NS - S 
wetter - - NS - NS 
dryer + + S + S 
snowfall - + NS + NS 
snowcove - - NS + NS 
ditempma + - S - S 
ditempmi - + NS + NS 
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TH-169 Analysis 

 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 represents the results obtained for four cases for TH-169. All the four 

cases are statistically significant and corroborate the hypothesis that travel depends on 

historical parameters. Analysis of results is done in two ways: across the period (pre-

shutdown and shutdown) and time of the day (morning or evening peak). The most 

important variables are the volumes and week dummies.  

 

Previous hour volume seems to be significant in all the four cases but explains more in 

the shutdown period. This variable seems to be less explanatory in the pre-shutdown 

period and one reason for that is the shock to the system. Drivers may rely heavily on 

reports of previous hour volume to make a trip, adjust their departure time or cancel the 

trip (non-work trips only). Alternatively, drivers in different hours may all be responding 

to the same factors. Previous studies show that travel decisions today are based on 

historical patterns (Ben-Akiva, 1987). After shutdown occurs, drivers adjust their 

behavior. This shutdown condition led to 5-10% increase in travel time on freeways and 

varies from corridor to corridor (Cambridge Systematics, 2001). Previous day and week 

volumes provide very little information in all the four cases but seems somewhat more 

explanatory in the shutdown period compared to pre-shutdown. Drivers rely heavily on 

previous experiences to make a trip but after shutdown this pattern is disturbed because 

no historical data was available. This empirical analysis shows that previous year volume 
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during the same time interval is more explanatory for all the cases. By comparing the 

results for morning and evening peak for previous year volume, it seems that today’s 

travel explains more in the morning period than the evening peak period. One reason 

might be that there are fewer discretionary trips in the morning, so travelers are less 

flexible. 

 

Week dummies explain week-to-week variations. This variable compares traffic with 

previous week. Week-to-week variation is one of the important variables that explain 

how traffic reacts to the shutdown. In the pre-shutdown period, this variation is small 

from one week to the other but in case of shutdown it increases as expected (shown in 

Figure 5.6 and 5.7).  In addition, week-to-week variations decrease in the shutdown 

period with the passage of time, explaining that traffic is forming a new equilibrium. 

Week 2 (compared to week 1) has the highest variability and this variability decreases as 

time progresses suggesting that traffic is adjusting itself to the conditions at that time.  

 

Temperature is another important constraint in decision making. During the snow days 

travelers are less likely to make non-work trips than on clear days. Results obtained 

indicate that travel decreases if it rains or snows. Winter in 2000 was considered severe 

and it is evident from the results that travel decreases due to snow and rain in 2000 as 

compared to 1999 especially during the morning commute. Also drivers are more likely 

to travel on warm days (a natural behavior).  
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TH-169 AM ANALYSIS

Week-to-week variation with respect to week1
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Figure 5.6a: Week to week variation with respect to week 1 for AM peak period on TH-
169 
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Figure 5.6b: Difference of week’s variation for AM peak period on TH-169 
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TH-169 PM ANALYSIS

Week-to-week variation with respect to week1
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Figure 5.7a: Week to week variation with respect to week 1 for PM peak period on TH-
169 
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F
igure 5.7b: Difference of week’s variation for PM peak period on TH-169 
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I-35W Analysis 

 

Similar results were obtained for this facility, strengthening the concept and methodology 

used. Previous week volume seems to be the dominant variable in defining the volume 

today. In addition, previous hour volume is more important in the PM peak period then in 

the morning commute. Previous day volume is insignificant and does not contribute to 

the model. As shown in various earlier researches, drivers depend heavily on historical 

data. Traffic last year during the same time frame was significant.  

 

General trends of travel usually remain same throughout the year. Travel on Monday is 

not comparable to travel on Tuesday because demand pattern vary by day of week. It is 

also evident from the models that travel during each day of the week varies and is less on 

Saturday. 

 

Snowfall and Snow on ground are important variable and indicate that volume of traffic 

decreases with more snow on ground. Snow coverage is a less preferred driving 

condition. Precipitation (rain and snow) also affects travel and if it rains people are less 

likely to travel. 
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I-35W AM ANALYSIS

Week-to-week variation with respect to week1
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Figure 5.8a: Week to week variation with respect to week 1 for AM peak period on I-
35W 
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Figure 5.8b: Difference of week’s variation for PM peak period on I-35W 
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I-35W PM ANALYSIS

Week-to-week variation with respect to week1
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Figure 5.9a: Week to week variation with respect to week 1 for PM peak period on I-
35W 
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Figure 5.9b: Difference of week’s variation for PM peak period on I-35W 
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Figures 5.8 and 5.9 shows that the weekly change in volume in the pre-shutdown period 

was much smaller than the shutdown period. It is expected due to stability of traffic 

before the ramp meters shutdown occur. However, during the last weeks of shutdown 

period, this change in volume is small also, indicating that traffic adjusts itself to new 

equilibrium point, rather than returning back to previous equilibrium. In addition, change 

in volume from one week to the other decreases as the study progresses in both the 

morning and evening commute validating the hypothesis.  

 

Model 3 

 

Model 3 is a two-step model. The first model estimate of supply curve as a function of 

flow for both the pre-shutdown and shutdown period. The second model estimates 

underlying demand curve as a function of travel time. 

 

Estimation of Free Flow Speed 

 

Free flow speed was estimated using a K-Q curve. Density is calculated using the basic 

traffic flow principles. According to which 

K = Qijhdwy/ V 

Where 

K = Density (veh/miles) 

Qijhdwy = Flow (vph) 
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V = Speed (mph) 

 

The graphs are prepared for each segment based on day of the week. Figure 5.10 shows 

the estimate of free flow speed on segment 2 of I-35W on Wednesday. 

 

 
Figure 5.10 K-Q graph 
 

Estimation of BPR Parameters 

 

BPR parameters are estimated using the linear regression model on 

Ln (Tijhdwy/T0 – 1) = ln β + γ ln Q 

The values of these parameters calculated are shown in Table 5.7 for both cases. 
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Table 5.7: Estimate of BPR parameters 
 
 Pre-shutdown Shutdown 
   
N (no. of observation) 135 140 
   
γ 0.209 (7.247) 0.266 (8.608) 
   
Constant - ln(β) -2.577 (-11.796) -2.992 (-12.948) 
β 0.076 0.050 
   
R-Square 0.283 0.349 
Note: The values in parenthesis represent the t statistics. 
 
 
 
The value of these parameters compared with the standard value used by Bureau of 

Public Road (BPR) varies. Although signs are same but the values of γ seems doubtful as 

compared to the standard value of 4.0. 

 

Estimation of Supply curve 

 

As stated earlier, travel time is a function of flow. Model 3a will gives us estimate of 

travel time based on flow on the network. It takes into account the capacity of the section 

that is 2000 veh/lane/mile, used for calculation purposes. Figure 5.11 shows the supply 

graphs estimated using the BPR parameters. 
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Figure 5.11: Supply curve 
 

This graph leads us to question the methodology BPR model. Figure 5.12 shows the 

supply curve with actual data points. The low values in the graph are for early morning 

observations. It seems like both the flow and travel times vary randomly through the day.  
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Figure 5.12 Supply curve with actual data 
 

 

Estimation of Demand Curve 

 

Model 3b give estimates the underlying demand curve as a function of travel time. The 

results are detailed in Table 5.8. None of the travel time variables are significant. We 

expected all travel time variables to be negative because as the travel time decreases flow 

increases. Other explanatory variables weather, weeks and day of the week all are 

significant. The traffic demand varies with time of day and day of week. Demand at 3:00 

pm will not be same as demand at 4:00 pm. And it is evident from our results that 
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demand fluctuates during the day. Results shows that previous hour travel time is 

somewhat significant and explain the most as compared to other travel time variables. 

This suggests that if the drivers have road condition information they will adjust their 

travel time, route or departure time accordingly. Since travel patterns remain same for 

each day of the week so if drivers have information about the previous week travel time 

they will utilize that information while making travel decisions. 
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Table 5.8: Results summary – Model 3b  
I-35W NB PM peak 
 
Dependent variable - Qijhdwy 
Independent 
Variable 

Hypothesis Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

Results 
obtained 

Significant 
(S) or not 
significant 
(NS) 

  Pre-shutdown Shutdown 
R-squared  0.9569 0.9357 
    
Tijh1dwy - - NS - NS 
Tijhd1wy - - NS + NS 
Tijhdw1y - + NS  - NS 
Tijhdwy1 - + NS  + NS 
Tgih1dwy - + NS - NS 
Tgihd1wy - - NS + NS 
Tgihdw1y - - NS - NS 
Tgihdwy1 - + NS + NS 
Tjkh1dwy - - NS - NS 
Tjkhd1wy - + NS + NS 
Tjkhdw1y - - NS + NS 
Tjkhdwy1 - - NS - NS 
H1 + + S + S 
H2 + + S + S 
H3 + + S + S 
D1mon + + S + S 
D2tues + + S + S 
D3wed + + S + S 
D4thurs + + S + S 
D5fri + + S + S 
D6sat - + S + S 
W2 - + S - S 
W3 - + S - S 
W4 - + NS - S 
W5 - + NS - S 
W6 - + S - S 
wetter - + NS - S 
dryer + - NS + S 
snowfall - Dropped  - NS 
snowcove - Dropped  - S 
ditempma + - NS - S 
ditempmi - - NS + S 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

 

A new methodology to estimate traffic equilibrium was developed and tested on two 

major freeways in the Twin Cities. This new methodology questions the assumption of 

traffic equilibrium. 

  

Initially this research examined 5-minute volumes. Short-term adjustments would result 

in an exaggerated switch in volumes compared with that same switch aggregated to a 

one-hour period.  The results from analysis of 5-minute volume were not encouraging, so 

in the end a larger more aggregate time period (1 hour) was examined. Encouraging 

results are obtained for this case, but that too does not fully explain traffic behavior.  

 

In a nutshell, it’s hard to unequivocally establish equilibrium but we can say that traffic 

appears to be converging. Traffic will not return to its initial equilibrium but should settle 

to a new equilibrium because conditions after shutdown effect driver perception of travel 

time, as well as travel time reliability changes. The inconclusive evidence has a number 

of consequences, and raises many questions.  First, it calls into question the data or the 

methodology, as strongly held traffic theory suggests that people more or less seek 

equilibrium.  Were there other events (weather, holidays, etc.) that would affect the result 

in this way?  Our examination of the weather logs suggests not.  There was more rain and 

snow in fall 2000 during the experiment than the previous year (or the previous 8 weeks), 
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however it was still minor for the winter-adapted Minnesotans, and should have little 

effect on AM freeway traffic, largely commutes and work-related trips.   

 

A second possibility is that 8 weeks is insufficient to fully account for short-term shifts.  

A longer experiment may have eventually reached equilibrium.  Perhaps people were 

simply still adjusting to determine the best departure time within a larger peak period 

window.  This is the first time such kind of method is used to establish equilibrium. 

Further research is necessary to confirm the methodology.  
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APPENDICES 
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Figure 5.1: Change in volume over a week (Tuesday) 
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Figure 5.2: Total volumes for detector 1362 over the entire study period. 
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Figure 5.3: Total volumes on Wednesday for every 5 minutes interval for detector 1362. 
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Figure 5.4: Change in volumes from 2000-1999 Vs. Weeks before pre shutdown 
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Figure 5.5: Change in volumes from 2000-1999 Vs. Weeks since shutdown 
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PRE SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Evening analysis 
 
. regress qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 h3 d1mon d2tues 
d3wed d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 
s16 s17 s18 s19 s20 week2 week3 week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall 
snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    2027 
---------+------------------------------               F( 38,  1988) =  430.42 
   Model |  1.0587e+09    38  27859851.0               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |   128678422  1988  64727.5765               R-squared     =  0.8916 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.8896 
   Total |  1.1874e+09  2026  586057.631               Root MSE      =  254.42 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |   .0760197   .0208761      3.641   0.000       .0350784    .1169609 
qijhd1wy |   .0413004   .0178764      2.310   0.021       .0062421    .0763588 
qijhdw1y |   .0454722   .0175462      2.592   0.010       .0110613     .079883 
qijhdwy1 |   .4290429   .0315289     13.608   0.000       .3672097    .4908761 
      h1 |   325.0329   23.95427     13.569   0.000       278.0548     372.011 
      h2 |   212.7296   22.73073      9.359   0.000        168.151    257.3081 
      h3 |   212.8995   21.16547     10.059   0.000       171.3907    254.4083 
   d1mon |   688.6807   58.06177     11.861   0.000       574.8124     802.549 
  d2tues |   612.5982   60.87872     10.063   0.000       493.2054     731.991 
   d3wed |   578.3788   59.68073      9.691   0.000       461.3354    695.4221 
 d4thurs |   567.8955   60.73228      9.351   0.000       448.7899    687.0011 
   d5fri |   438.1024   57.63184      7.602   0.000       325.0773    551.1275 
   d6sat |   69.50174   29.30592      2.372   0.018       12.02821    126.9753 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  (dropped) 
      s3 |  -138.8684   55.65327     -2.495   0.013      -248.0132   -29.72352 
      s4 |   575.0148    69.9561      8.220   0.000       437.8199    712.2098 
      s5 |   -107.898   48.56493     -2.222   0.026      -203.1415   -12.65455 
      s6 |   -79.5003   47.60699     -1.670   0.095      -172.8651    13.86453 
      s7 |   62.12059   47.47724      1.308   0.191      -30.98977    155.2309 
      s8 |  (dropped) 
      s9 |   110.7404   48.66064      2.276   0.023       15.30916    206.1716 
     s10 |   161.7247   50.90923      3.177   0.002       61.88367    261.5658 
     s11 |  -78.78092   48.11942     -1.637   0.102      -173.1507    15.58887 
     s12 |   89.95855   47.87574      1.879   0.060      -3.933345    183.8504 
     s13 |   32.45235   46.45554      0.699   0.485       -58.6543     123.559 
     s14 |   57.01522   46.52921      1.225   0.221      -34.23592    148.2664 
     s15 |   141.7477   51.47994      2.753   0.006       40.78741     242.708 
     s16 |   130.2674   54.44844      2.392   0.017       23.48541    237.0494 
     s17 |  -27.54416   47.62914     -0.578   0.563      -120.9524    65.86411 
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     s18 |  -118.9638    48.3303     -2.461   0.014      -213.7471   -24.18045 
     s19 |   -94.8601   48.88029     -1.941   0.052      -190.7221    1.001874 
     s20 |  (dropped) 
   week2 |  -114.9444   25.07169     -4.585   0.000      -164.1139   -65.77483 
   week3 |  -4.790015   27.28567     -0.176   0.861      -58.30152    48.72149 
   week4 |  -121.1401   26.86028     -4.510   0.000      -173.8174   -68.46286 
   week5 |  -139.4501   28.71274     -4.857   0.000      -195.7603   -83.13983 
    
 
   week6 |  -134.0289   25.74713     -5.206   0.000      -184.5231   -83.53474 
  wetter |  -144.5607    78.0052     -1.853   0.064      -297.5412    8.419794 
   dryer |   267.8406   36.74684      7.289   0.000       195.7742    339.9069 
snowfall |  (dropped) 
snowcove |  (dropped) 
ditempma |   .6931225   .7556608      0.917   0.359      -.7888477    2.175093 
ditempmi |  -4.427773   .8352369     -5.301   0.000      -6.065804   -2.789741 
   _cons |   876.1214   91.84378      9.539   0.000       696.0013    1056.242 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Evening analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 h3 d1mon d2tues 
d3wed d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 
s16 s17 s18 s19 s20 week2 week3 week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall 
snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    2244 
---------+------------------------------               F( 41,  2202) =  470.49 
   Model |  1.1466e+09    41  27965268.1               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |   130882834  2202  59438.1625               R-squared     =  0.8975 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.8956 
   Total |  1.2775e+09  2243  569531.354               Root MSE      =  243.80 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |   .4191232   .0175829     23.837   0.000       .3846425    .4536039 
qijhd1wy |   .0993433   .0140538      7.069   0.000       .0717833    .1269034 
qijhdw1y |   .2402905   .0177402     13.545   0.000       .2055013    .2750797 
qijhdwy1 |   .2389792   .0156738     15.247   0.000       .2082422    .2697162 
      h1 |   157.1967   18.17345      8.650   0.000       121.5578    192.8356 
      h2 |  -87.71832   16.88217     -5.196   0.000       -120.825   -54.61168 
      h3 |  -104.2871   15.59651     -6.687   0.000      -134.8725   -73.70166 
   d1mon |    23.3725   38.60324      0.605   0.545      -52.33007    99.07507 
  d2tues |  -211.9765   38.34748     -5.528   0.000      -287.1775   -136.7755 
   d3wed |  -153.7249   37.51395     -4.098   0.000      -227.2913   -80.15849 
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 d4thurs |  -220.4323   35.27237     -6.249   0.000      -289.6029   -151.2617 
   d5fri |   -168.689   35.68258     -4.727   0.000       -238.664   -98.71398 
   d6sat |  -128.7111    25.6003     -5.028   0.000      -178.9144   -78.50786 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  (dropped) 
      s3 |  -126.9247   51.61126     -2.459   0.014      -228.1366    -25.7129 
      s4 |   31.43532   44.04158      0.714   0.475      -54.93206    117.8027 
      s5 |   -112.437   45.50732     -2.471   0.014      -201.6788   -23.19523 
      s6 |   -137.805   44.81791     -3.075   0.002      -225.6948    -49.9152 
      s7 |  -119.5343   42.42335     -2.818   0.005      -202.7283   -36.34039 
      s8 |  (dropped) 
      s9 |  -69.06726   43.83015     -1.576   0.115        -155.02    16.88549 
     s10 |   -84.3566   45.36893     -1.859   0.063       -173.327    4.613777 
     s11 |  -64.54058   43.55329     -1.482   0.139      -149.9504    20.86924 
     s12 |  -73.73273    42.4373     -1.737   0.082      -156.9541    9.488597 
      
 
     s13 |  -58.32861    41.4193     -1.408   0.159      -139.5536    22.89638 
     s14 |   -36.9256   41.24347     -0.895   0.371      -117.8058    43.95457 
     s15 |   16.01083    44.5944      0.359   0.720      -71.44064    103.4623 
     s16 |   19.58647   47.61943      0.411   0.681      -73.79723    112.9702 
     s17 |  -34.65084   42.65603     -0.812   0.417      -118.3011    48.99943 
     s18 |  -50.71523   43.17231     -1.175   0.240      -135.3779    33.94747 
     s19 |  -31.47371   43.36248     -0.726   0.468      -116.5093    53.56191 
     s20 |  -156.8227   74.10999     -2.116   0.034      -302.1555   -11.48995 
   week2 |   90.97464   26.21636      3.470   0.001       39.56327     142.386 
   week3 |   3.298805   20.66549      0.160   0.873      -37.22709     43.8247 
   week4 |   58.22749   37.32593      1.560   0.119      -14.97021    131.4252 
   week5 |   92.23034   38.51287      2.395   0.017         16.705    167.7557 
   week6 |  -19.55627   49.45884     -0.395   0.693      -116.5471    77.43457 
  wetter |  -208.0588   24.52467     -8.484   0.000      -256.1527   -159.9649 
   dryer |   295.5844   31.27927      9.450   0.000       234.2445    356.9244 
snowfall |  -29.35307   20.41941     -1.438   0.151      -69.39639    10.69025 
snowcove |  -26.11638   13.48285     -1.937   0.053      -52.55681    .3240424 
ditempma |   1.376382   1.018053      1.352   0.177      -.6200621    3.372826 
ditempmi |   .1221283   .9212234      0.133   0.895      -1.684429    1.928686 
   _cons |   105.9406   72.39232      1.463   0.143      -36.02372     247.905 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
PRE SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Morning analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 d1mon d2tues d3wed 
d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 s16 s17 
s18 s19 s20 week2 week3 week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove 
ditempma ditempmi 
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  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    1416 
---------+------------------------------               F( 38,  1377) = 3221.43 
   Model |  1.6908e+09    38  44493996.8               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  19018928.6  1377  13811.8581               R-squared     =  0.9889 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9886 
   Total |  1.7098e+09  1415  1208332.73               Root MSE      =  117.52 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |   .0342089   .0079406      4.308   0.000       .0186319    .0497858 
qijhd1wy |   .0811832   .0125133      6.488   0.000        .056636    .1057305 
qijhdw1y |   .0627341   .0105428      5.950   0.000       .0420524    .0834158 
qijhdwy1 |   .7991358   .0165133     48.393   0.000       .7667417    .8315298 
      h1 |    16.4017   17.72869      0.925   0.355      -18.37647    51.17987 
      h2 |   31.97652   11.54623      2.769   0.006       9.326419    54.62662 
   d1mon |   354.2533   32.33415     10.956   0.000       290.8238    417.6828 
  d2tues |   206.6164   35.16954      5.875   0.000       137.6248    275.6081 
   d3wed |      233.4   35.83806      6.513   0.000       163.0969    303.7031 
 d4thurs |    213.747   35.77372      5.975   0.000       143.5702    283.9239 
   d5fri |   150.9678   35.05546      4.307   0.000       82.19991    219.7357 
   d6sat |  -153.3288    26.1123     -5.872   0.000       -204.553   -102.1046 
      s1 |   318.7593   44.77568      7.119   0.000       230.9234    406.5952 
      
 
      s2 |  (dropped) 
      s3 |   103.3467   34.99297      2.953   0.003       34.70136    171.9919 
      s4 |   965.8366   37.14493     26.002   0.000       892.9698    1038.703 
      s5 |   108.4076   33.68894      3.218   0.001       42.32043    174.4948 
      s6 |   126.9915   34.00533      3.734   0.000       60.28362    193.6993 
      s7 |   75.73009   35.48782      2.134   0.033       6.114045    145.3461 
      s8 |  (dropped) 
      s9 |   199.9697    35.5704      5.622   0.000       130.1917    269.7478 
     s10 |   187.3148   35.85161      5.225   0.000       116.9852    257.6445 
     s11 |   100.4385   33.64283      2.985   0.003       34.44181    166.4353 
     s12 |   64.56673   34.12512      1.892   0.059      -2.376105    131.5096 
     s13 |   35.39456   33.64672      1.052   0.293      -30.60981    101.3989 
     s14 |   16.91712   33.89273      0.499   0.618      -49.56985     83.4041 
     s15 |  -1.659492   34.98344     -0.047   0.962      -70.28608     66.9671 
     s16 |   14.63627   34.96924      0.419   0.676      -53.96247    83.23501 
     s17 |  -6.727268   34.29775     -0.196   0.845      -74.00877    60.55423 
     s18 |   53.92692   37.58374      1.435   0.152      -19.80065    127.6545 
     s19 |   92.48821   37.56731      2.462   0.014       18.79285    166.1836 
     s20 |  (dropped) 
   week2 |  -11.92577   15.04225     -0.793   0.428      -41.43397    17.58243 
   week3 |  -13.70708   15.93217     -0.860   0.390      -44.96102    17.54687 
   week4 |   2.672034    15.0694      0.177   0.859      -26.88944    32.23351 
   week5 |    30.1185   16.60298      1.814   0.070      -2.451378    62.68838 
   week6 |   22.11544   15.21561      1.453   0.146      -7.732838    51.96371 
  wetter |  -32.69529   23.28071     -1.404   0.160      -78.36478     12.9742 
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   dryer |  -54.18487   24.99948     -2.167   0.030      -103.2261   -5.143698 
snowfall |  (dropped) 
snowcove |  (dropped) 
ditempma |   1.081766   .4171722      2.593   0.010       .2634039    1.900127 
ditempmi |   .2794146   .4698253      0.595   0.552      -.6422361    1.201065 
   _cons |  -117.7973   37.14677     -3.171   0.002      -190.6677   -44.92697 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Morning analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 d1mon d2tues d3wed  
d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 s16 s17 
s18 s19 s20 week2 week3 week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove 
ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    1479 
---------+------------------------------               F( 40,  1438) = 1380.68 
   Model |  1.7693e+09    40  44233424.4               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  46069927.0  1438  32037.5014               R-squared     =  0.9746 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9739 
   Total |  1.8154e+09  1478  1228286.13               Root MSE      =  178.99 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |    .118481   .0113745     10.416   0.000       .0961687    .1407933 
qijhd1wy |   .0772373   .0120535      6.408   0.000       .0535931    .1008815 
 
 
qijhdw1y |   .0866487   .0179751      4.820   0.000       .0513886    .1219089 
qijhdwy1 |   .7703765   .0140158     54.965   0.000       .7428829    .7978701 
      h1 |   185.6996   22.72646      8.171   0.000       141.1191    230.2802 
      h2 |    99.0043   16.15364      6.129   0.000       67.31707    130.6915 
   d1mon |   204.4712   44.48679      4.596   0.000       117.2052    291.7371 
  d2tues |   57.06612   45.51024      1.254   0.210      -32.20745    146.3397 
   d3wed |   38.84648   47.23557      0.822   0.411      -53.81153    131.5045 
 d4thurs |  -61.48352   44.94698     -1.368   0.172      -149.6522    26.68515 
   d5fri |   40.62891   43.99669      0.923   0.356      -45.67565    126.9335 
   d6sat |  -134.9769   28.10199     -4.803   0.000      -190.1022   -79.85165 
      s1 |   132.6564   65.28261      2.032   0.042       4.597076    260.7158 
      s2 |  (dropped) 
      s3 |   3.307846   52.90773      0.063   0.950      -100.4767    107.0924 
      s4 |   369.6898   53.01928      6.973   0.000       265.6864    473.6932 
      s5 |   12.57055    51.0583      0.246   0.806      -87.58619    112.7273 
      s6 |  -5.420016   51.37561     -0.105   0.916      -106.1992    95.35915 
      s7 |  -40.77745    52.6855     -0.774   0.439      -144.1261    62.57122 
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      s8 |  (dropped) 
      s9 |   62.71613   53.44533      1.173   0.241      -42.12303    167.5553 
     s10 |   34.54884   53.49694      0.646   0.519      -70.39156    139.4893 
     s11 |   28.77094   51.03707      0.564   0.573      -71.34414     128.886 
     s12 |  -19.38656    51.6264     -0.376   0.707      -120.6577    81.88457 
     s13 |   -28.7118   50.88552     -0.564   0.573      -128.5296    71.10599 
     s14 |  -30.36493   51.26702     -0.592   0.554      -130.9311    70.20124 
     s15 |  -45.53843   52.45964     -0.868   0.386       -148.444    57.36718 
     s16 |  -26.00934   52.44811     -0.496   0.620      -128.8923    76.87367 
     s17 |  -65.09803   51.75948     -1.258   0.209      -166.6302    36.43413 
     s18 |   -8.06156   56.89934     -0.142   0.887      -119.6762     103.553 
     s19 |   32.37906    56.8506      0.570   0.569      -79.13994    143.8981 
     s20 |  (dropped) 
   week2 |   125.1549   25.04366      4.997   0.000        76.0289    174.2809 
   week3 |   16.09775   19.54358      0.824   0.410      -22.23923    54.43473 
   week4 |   98.61815   35.17819      2.803   0.005       29.61209    167.6242 
   week5 |    14.5505   34.37225      0.423   0.672      -52.87461    81.97562 
   week6 |  -29.51345   45.53198     -0.648   0.517      -118.8297    59.80276 
  wetter |   -63.0806   21.26024     -2.967   0.003       -104.785    -21.3762 
   dryer |  -297.5096   25.37382    -11.725   0.000      -347.2833   -247.7359 
snowfall |   .1834956   19.21177      0.010   0.992       -37.5026    37.86959 
snowcove |   19.99928   12.30955      1.625   0.104      -4.147313    44.14587 
ditempma |   5.501765   .9878783      5.569   0.000       3.563928    7.439602 
ditempmi |  -.3658231   .8686754     -0.421   0.674       -2.06983    1.338184 
   _cons |  -138.5635   56.91274     -2.435   0.015      -250.2044    -26.9226 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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PRE SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Evening analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 h3 d1mon d2tues 
d3wed d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  week2 week3 
week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    1072 
---------+------------------------------               F( 29,  1042) = 1034.17 
   Model |  1.2800e+09    29  44139223.6               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  44473211.6  1042  42680.6253               R-squared     =  0.9664 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9655 
   Total |  1.3245e+09  1071  1236704.66               Root MSE      =  206.59 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |   .2828775   .0258725     10.934   0.000       .2321093    .3336456 
qijhd1wy |   .0575756   .0245618      2.344   0.019       .0093793    .1057718 
qijhdw1y |   .2160042   .0251937      8.574   0.000       .1665681    .2654403 
qijhdwy1 |   .2716604   .0242183     11.217   0.000       .2241382    .3191825 
      h1 |   309.2685   23.86883     12.957   0.000        262.432    356.1049 
      h2 |    270.859   22.82318     11.868   0.000       226.0743    315.6436 
      h3 |   182.3482   21.92143      8.318   0.000        139.333    225.3633 
   d1mon |   224.3851   35.62455      6.299   0.000        154.481    294.2891 
  d2tues |   159.4179   37.56852      4.243   0.000       85.69933    233.1365 
   d3wed |   141.7085    36.5899      3.873   0.000       69.91026    213.5068 
 d4thurs |   128.9635   37.89049      3.404   0.001       54.61316    203.3139 
   d5fri |   171.1565   38.31836      4.467   0.000       95.96658    246.3465 
   d6sat |  -33.82854   30.64471     -1.104   0.270      -93.96091    26.30383 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  -116.2335   29.45042     -3.947   0.000      -174.0224   -58.44458 
      s3 |  -98.98444   25.33182     -3.908   0.000      -148.6916   -49.27726 
      s4 |  -21.21854   30.34559     -0.699   0.485      -80.76397     38.3269 
      s5 |  -79.02821   24.91472     -3.172   0.002      -127.9169   -30.13947 
      s6 |  (dropped) 
      s7 |  (dropped) 
      s8 |   347.5777   74.48794      4.666   0.000       201.4142    493.7411 
      s9 |  (dropped) 
     s10 |  (dropped) 
     s11 |    317.092   78.17652      4.056   0.000       163.6906    470.4933 
     s12 |  -50.17404   23.94695     -2.095   0.036      -97.16379   -3.184292 
   week2 |   50.90421   29.60934      1.719   0.086      -7.196506    109.0049 
   week3 |   -1.32201   31.15911     -0.042   0.966      -62.46376    59.81974 
   week4 |  -76.73721    30.2824     -2.534   0.011      -136.1586   -17.31578 
   week5 |  -52.70435   32.38188     -1.628   0.104      -116.2455    10.83677 
   week6 |  -15.69492   29.72517     -0.528   0.598      -74.02294     42.6331 
  wetter |   128.1032    83.4815      1.535   0.125      -35.70778    291.9142 
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   dryer |   27.93878    39.1557      0.714   0.476      -48.89423    104.7718 
snowfall |  (dropped) 
snowcove |  (dropped) 
ditempma |   .4943005   .8392133      0.589   0.556       -1.15244    2.141041 
ditempmi |  -4.162613   .9631454     -4.322   0.000      -6.052538   -2.272687 
   _cons |   395.4585   102.8465      3.845   0.000       193.6487    597.2683 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Evening analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 h3 d1mon d2tues 
d3wed d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  week2 week3 
week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    1180 
---------+------------------------------               F( 31,  1148) =  732.93 
   Model |  1.3689e+09    31  44159092.7               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  69167234.3  1148  60250.2041               R-squared     =  0.9519 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9506 
   Total |  1.4381e+09  1179  1219761.75               Root MSE      =  245.46 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |   .5368964   .0255397     21.022   0.000       .4867866    .5870062 
qijhd1wy |   .0078816   .0189764      0.415   0.678      -.0293507    .0451139 
qijhdw1y |   .1745536   .0198882      8.777   0.000       .1355323    .2135749 
qijhdwy1 |   .0878107   .0181025      4.851   0.000        .052293    .1233284 
      h1 |   452.6711   25.34425     17.861   0.000       402.9448    502.3973 
      h2 |   253.4127   23.82033     10.639   0.000       206.6764    300.1489 
      h3 |   249.0194   23.05894     10.799   0.000       203.7771    294.2618 
   d1mon |   46.39915   39.72945      1.168   0.243      -31.55133    124.3496 
  d2tues |   121.2556   44.26368      2.739   0.006       34.40887    208.1024 
   d3wed |   122.9149   41.07918      2.992   0.003       42.31616    203.5135 
 d4thurs |   124.7907   40.34717      3.093   0.002       45.62828    203.9532 
   d5fri |   105.6845   42.47047      2.488   0.013       22.35608     189.013 
   d6sat |   111.4581   36.75253      3.033   0.002       39.34847    183.5678 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  -172.0424   31.73089     -5.422   0.000      -234.2995   -109.7854 
      s3 |  -130.8519   27.69405     -4.725   0.000      -185.1885    -76.5153 
      s4 |  -63.77544   34.47648     -1.850   0.065      -131.4194     3.86854 
      s5 |  -145.8069   27.86899     -5.232   0.000      -200.4867   -91.12702 
      s6 |  (dropped) 
      s7 |  (dropped) 
      s8 |   313.3972   72.86218      4.301   0.000       170.4392    456.3552 
      s9 |  (dropped) 
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     s10 |  (dropped) 
     s11 |   358.1162   77.16655      4.641   0.000       206.7129    509.5195 
     s12 |  -60.28195   27.33122     -2.206   0.028      -113.9067   -6.657214 
   week2 |  -61.05848   37.20859     -1.641   0.101      -134.0629    11.94598 
   week3 |  -178.9238   29.67531     -6.029   0.000      -237.1478   -120.6999 
   week4 |   -259.856   53.49121     -4.858   0.000      -364.8075   -154.9045 
   week5 |  -90.62902   51.77557     -1.750   0.080      -192.2144    10.95633 
   week6 |  -46.78984   66.38717     -0.705   0.481      -177.0436    83.46394 
  wetter |  -87.22612   35.30558     -2.471   0.014      -156.4968   -17.95542 
   dryer |   149.9967   41.47786      3.616   0.000       68.61584    231.3776 
snowfall |   6.288943   28.37505      0.222   0.825      -49.38382    61.96171 
snowcove |  -48.66801   18.89226     -2.576   0.010      -85.73523   -11.60078 
ditempma |  -5.339055   1.468626     -3.635   0.000      -8.220548   -2.457563 
ditempmi |   2.701522   1.289282      2.095   0.036       .1719084    5.231137 
   _cons |    472.459   102.4491      4.612   0.000       271.4506    673.4674 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
PRE SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Morning analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 d1mon d2tues d3wed  
d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 week1 week2 week3  
week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
  
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     825 
---------+------------------------------               F( 28,   796) = 2168.48 
   Model |  2.7804e+09    28  99298542.3               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  36450168.0   796  45791.6683               R-squared     =  0.9871 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9866 
   Total |  2.8168e+09   824  3418457.95               Root MSE      =  213.99 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |   .0482839    .011522      4.191   0.000       .0256667     .070901 
qijhd1wy |   .0576253   .0159837      3.605   0.000       .0262502    .0890005 
qijhdw1y |   .1133903   .0139291      8.141   0.000       .0860482    .1407324 
qijhdwy1 |   .6825664   .0186727     36.554   0.000       .6459129    .7192199 
      h1 |   47.12139   34.20353      1.378   0.169      -20.01839    114.2612 
      h2 |   67.36811   19.72479      3.415   0.001       28.64937    106.0868 
   d1mon |   755.7643   61.79891     12.229   0.000       634.4563    877.0724 
  d2tues |   490.3035   61.79299      7.935   0.000        369.007       611.6 
   d3wed |   495.8438   62.27964      7.962   0.000       373.5921    618.0955 
 d4thurs |   473.7239   62.61475      7.566   0.000       350.8143    596.6334 
   d5fri |   426.3217    60.5979      7.035   0.000       307.3712    545.2723 
   d6sat |    -18.596   46.72421     -0.398   0.691      -110.3132    73.12123 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |   84.77268   39.16926      2.164   0.031       7.885431    161.6599 
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      s3 |   65.51564   38.21507      1.714   0.087       -9.49859    140.5299 
      s4 |   102.5544   47.93764      2.139   0.033       8.455297    196.6535 
      s5 |  -25.42401   32.99036     -0.771   0.441      -90.18239    39.33437 
      s6 |  (dropped) 
      s7 |  (dropped) 
      s8 |   99.09433   51.76567      1.914   0.056      -2.519021    200.7077 
      s9 |  (dropped) 
     s10 |  (dropped) 
     s11 |   234.7715    76.5452      3.067   0.002       84.51722    385.0258 
     s12 |  -19.44804   30.39943     -0.640   0.523      -79.12056    40.22448 
   week1 |  (dropped) 
   week2 |  -36.95294    34.1286     -1.083   0.279      -103.9456    30.03975 
   week3 |  -7.144209   37.21704     -0.192   0.848      -80.19935    65.91093 
   week4 |  -24.47639   34.05278     -0.719   0.472      -91.32024    42.36747 
   week5 |   16.74256   37.82767      0.443   0.658      -57.51123    90.99634 
   week6 |  -35.86431   34.02827     -1.054   0.292        -102.66    30.93143 
  wetter |  -391.1932   48.03975     -8.143   0.000      -485.4928   -296.8937 
   dryer |   256.9235   51.52169      4.987   0.000        155.789    358.0579 
snowfall |  (dropped) 
snowcove |  (dropped) 
ditempma |   2.808784   .9974691      2.816   0.005       .8508032    4.766764 
ditempmi |  -.7561052   1.133148     -0.667   0.505      -2.980416    1.468205 
   _cons |  -13.58878   42.79487     -0.318   0.751      -97.59292    70.41535 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
SHUTDOWN PERIOD 
 
Morning analysis 
 
. regress  qijhdwy qijh1dwy qijhd1wy qijhdw1y qijhdwy1 h1 h2 d1mon d2tues d3wed  
d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 week2 week3 week4  
week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     857 
---------+------------------------------               F( 30,   826) = 1684.05 
   Model |  2.6553e+09    30  88509239.8               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  43412491.4   826  52557.4957               R-squared     =  0.9839 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9833 
   Total |  2.6987e+09   856  3152674.87               Root MSE      =  229.25 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
qijh1dwy |    .002312   .0126798      0.182   0.855      -.0225763    .0272004 
qijhd1wy |   .0359452   .0121724      2.953   0.003       .0120527    .0598376 
qijhdw1y |   .1487256   .0169488      8.775   0.000       .1154579    .1819933 
qijhdwy1 |   .8007859   .0166711     48.034   0.000       .7680632    .8335085 
      h1 |   147.4345     32.856      4.487   0.000       82.94347    211.9256 
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      h2 |  -5.264177   20.40117     -0.258   0.796      -45.30841    34.78005 
   d1mon |  -89.27565   60.89248     -1.466   0.143      -208.7979    30.24656 
  d2tues |  -24.10115   61.78989     -0.390   0.697      -145.3848    97.18252 
   d3wed |  -91.48782   61.28174     -1.493   0.136      -211.7741    28.79844 
 d4thurs |   10.94139   59.46215      0.184   0.854      -105.7733    127.6561 
   d5fri |  -13.96769   59.50986     -0.235   0.814       -130.776    102.8406 
   d6sat |  -32.71279   42.22307     -0.775   0.439      -115.5899    50.16434 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  -150.9968   38.41637     -3.931   0.000       -226.402   -75.59159 
      s3 |  -172.4077   37.49645     -4.598   0.000      -246.0072   -98.80812 
      s4 |  -195.8052   47.01344     -4.165   0.000      -288.0851   -103.5254 
      s5 |  -214.7631   33.04712     -6.499   0.000      -279.6293   -149.8969 
      s6 |  (dropped) 
      s7 |  (dropped) 
      s8 |  -319.1479   47.49795     -6.719   0.000      -412.3788    -225.917 
      s9 |  (dropped) 
     s10 |  (dropped) 
     s11 |  -220.4291   70.32361     -3.134   0.002      -358.4631   -82.39507 
     s12 |  -139.9008    31.8059     -4.399   0.000      -202.3307   -77.47092 
   week2 |   -199.238   42.96295     -4.637   0.000      -283.5674   -114.9086 
   week3 |  -58.78813   33.61182     -1.749   0.081      -124.7628    7.186499 
   week4 |   -356.902   57.99884     -6.154   0.000      -470.7445   -243.0595 
   week5 |  -383.6978   57.23636     -6.704   0.000      -496.0436    -271.352 
   week6 |  -420.8549   72.89855     -5.773   0.000      -563.9431   -277.7667 
  wetter |  -64.56938   31.46822     -2.052   0.040      -126.3365   -2.802297 
   dryer |   782.7794   47.36144     16.528   0.000       689.8164    875.7423 
snowfall |   67.11699   30.74328      2.183   0.029        6.77284    127.4611 
snowcove |   50.35959   20.13941      2.501   0.013       10.82915    89.89003 
ditempma |  -7.927599   1.629576     -4.865   0.000       -11.1262   -4.729003 
ditempmi |   4.565055   1.477116      3.091   0.002       1.665714    7.464397 
   _cons |   226.5737   49.46925      4.580   0.000       129.4735    323.6739 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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PRE SHUTDOWN 
 
EVENING 
 
. regress  qijhdwy tijh1dwy tijhd1wy tijhdw1y tijhdwy1 tgih1dwy tgihd1wy 
tgihdw1y tgihdwy1 tjkh1dwy tjkhd1wy tjkhdw1y tjkhdwy1 h1 h2 h3 d1mon d2tues 
d3wed d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 week2 week3 
week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     920 
---------+------------------------------               F( 36,   883) =  544.88 
   Model |  1.1585e+09    36  32180326.9               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  52149598.9   883  59059.5684               R-squared     =  0.9569 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9552 
   Total |  1.2106e+09   919  1317346.43               Root MSE      =  243.02 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
tijh1dwy |  -.3381247   .9776966     -0.346   0.730      -2.257005    1.580756 
tijhd1wy |   -.057079   .6150944     -0.093   0.926      -1.264297    1.150139 
tijhdw1y |   .3804759   .6442861      0.591   0.555      -.8840349    1.644987 
tijhdwy1 |   .4574447   .5690308      0.804   0.422       -.659366    1.574255 
tgih1dwy |   1.195113   1.246687      0.959   0.338      -1.251702    3.641928 
tgihd1wy |  -.8752618   .6206423     -1.410   0.159      -2.093368    .3428445 
tgihdw1y |  -.4899393   .6809578     -0.719   0.472      -1.826424    .8465453 
tgihdwy1 |   .5649305   .6697489      0.843   0.399      -.7495549    1.879416 
tjkh1dwy |  -.1221066   .6856096     -0.178   0.859      -1.467721    1.223508 
tjkhd1wy |   1.061248   .5619871      1.888   0.059      -.0417385    2.164234 
tjkhdw1y |  -.6948792   .6002184     -1.158   0.247        -1.8729     .483142 
tjkhdwy1 |  -.4711497    .512364     -0.920   0.358      -1.476743    .5344437 
      h1 |   397.6219   23.58908     16.856   0.000       351.3247    443.9191 
      h2 |   428.6469   23.32948     18.374   0.000       382.8592    474.4346 
      h3 |   364.2917   23.31791     15.623   0.000       318.5267    410.0567 
   d1mon |   619.9152   33.97403     18.247   0.000        553.236    686.5945 
  d2tues |   731.9464   35.74656     20.476   0.000       661.7883    802.1046 
   d3wed |   692.2958   35.32685     19.597   0.000       622.9615    761.6302 
 d4thurs |   687.0898   37.16562     18.487   0.000       614.1465     760.033 
   d5fri |   792.0646   39.06789     20.274   0.000       715.3878    868.7413 
   d6sat |    258.278    33.3593      7.742   0.000       192.8052    323.7507 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  -145.0421   216.1549     -0.671   0.502      -569.2794    279.1952 
      s3 |  -8.116769   221.8556     -0.037   0.971      -443.5426     427.309 
      s4 |   472.6091   247.0862      1.913   0.056      -12.33563    957.5539 
      s5 |  (dropped) 
      s6 |  (dropped) 
      s7 |  (dropped) 
      s8 |   2275.075   250.5821      9.079   0.000       1783.269    2766.881 
      s9 |  (dropped) 
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     s10 |  (dropped) 
     s11 |   2382.776   194.1229     12.275   0.000        2001.78    2763.772 
     s12 |   203.9828    233.693      0.873   0.383      -254.6758    662.6414 
   week2 |   139.5713   37.79785      3.693   0.000       65.38723    213.7554 
   week3 |   130.5588   39.26182      3.325   0.001       53.50145    207.6162 
   week4 |   60.27468   37.82965      1.593   0.111      -13.97184    134.5212 
   week5 |   18.23223   41.47682      0.440   0.660      -63.17242    99.63688 
   week6 |    142.975   38.61702      3.702   0.000       67.18312    218.7668 
  wetter |   177.0364   105.0171      1.686   0.092      -29.07579    383.1485 
   dryer |  -122.3713   50.68672     -2.414   0.016      -221.8518   -22.89082 
snowfall |  (dropped) 
snowcove |  (dropped) 
ditempma |  -1.472069    1.07028     -1.375   0.169      -3.572659    .6285208 
ditempmi |  -2.581584   1.198893     -2.153   0.032      -4.934596   -.2285717 
   _cons |   2421.625   263.6914      9.184   0.000        1904.09     2939.16 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
SHUTDOWN 
 
EVENING 
 
. regress  qijhdwy tijh1dwy tijhd1wy tijhdw1y tijhdwy1 tgih1dwy tgihd1wy 
tgihdw1y tgihdwy1 tjkh1dwy tjkhd1wy tjkhdw1y tjkhdwy1 h1 h2 h3 d1mon d2tues 
d3wed d4thurs d5fri d6sat s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 week2 week3 
week4 week5 week6 wetter dryer snowfall snowcove ditempma ditempmi 
 
 
  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =    1019 
---------+------------------------------               F( 38,   980) =  375.24 
   Model |  1.2616e+09    38  33199910.7               Prob > F      =  0.0000 
Residual |  86708012.3   980  88477.5636               R-squared     =  0.9357 
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9332 
   Total |  1.3483e+09  1018  1324464.26               Root MSE      =  297.45 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 qijhdwy |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
tijh1dwy |  -.2642167   .9699387     -0.272   0.785      -2.167612    1.639179 
tijhd1wy |   .3471296    .681934      0.509   0.611      -.9910892    1.685348 
tijhdw1y |  -.0818362   .6427725     -0.127   0.899      -1.343205    1.179533 
tijhdwy1 |    .275149   .2687648      1.024   0.306      -.2522717    .8025697 
tgih1dwy |  -1.754707   .9776491     -1.795   0.073      -3.673234    .1638194 
tgihd1wy |   .6855825   .6982888      0.982   0.326      -.6847308    2.055896 
tgihdw1y |   -1.63695   .6564523     -2.494   0.013      -2.925164   -.3487363 
tgihdwy1 |   .6152878   .9590786      0.642   0.521      -1.266796    2.497372 
tjkh1dwy |  -.9615312   .6141024     -1.566   0.118      -2.166638    .2435758 
tjkhd1wy |   .6658901   .5257316      1.267   0.206       -.365799    1.697579 
tjkhdw1y |   .1225176   .4055995      0.302   0.763      -.6734258    .9184611 
tjkhdwy1 |  -.3985408   .2271856     -1.754   0.080      -.8443669    .0472853 
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      h1 |   459.8434   29.14764     15.776   0.000       402.6444    517.0424 
      h2 |    388.236    28.5357     13.605   0.000       332.2379    444.2341 
      h3 |    362.196   27.31449     13.260   0.000       308.5944    415.7976 
   d1mon |   522.2209   41.62626     12.545   0.000       440.5341    603.9078 
  d2tues |   750.0811   48.02412     15.619   0.000       655.8392    844.3231 
   d3wed |   769.7731   41.53125     18.535   0.000       688.2727    851.2736 
 d4thurs |   701.9448    41.9686     16.725   0.000       619.5861    784.3034 
   d5fri |    770.521   44.71437     17.232   0.000       682.7741     858.268 
   d6sat |   543.2194   43.35825     12.529   0.000       458.1337    628.3051 
      s1 |  (dropped) 
      s2 |  -2329.209   91.20138    -25.539   0.000      -2508.182   -2150.237 
      s3 |  -2184.046   65.46243    -33.363   0.000      -2312.509   -2055.584 
      s4 |  -1672.885   76.44983    -21.882   0.000       -1822.91   -1522.861 
      s5 |  -2157.088   125.0339    -17.252   0.000      -2402.453   -1911.723 
      s6 |  (dropped) 
      s7 |  (dropped) 
      s8 |  (dropped) 
      s9 |  (dropped) 
     s10 |  (dropped) 
     s11 |   227.0057   79.23702      2.865   0.004       71.51194    382.4994 
     s12 |  -1984.179    49.4812    -40.100   0.000       -2081.28   -1887.078 
   week2 |   -245.248   47.96861     -5.113   0.000       -339.381    -151.115 
   week3 |  -366.4115   38.60721     -9.491   0.000      -442.1738   -290.6492 
   week4 |  -776.9522   67.59555    -11.494   0.000      -909.6009   -644.3036 
   week5 |  -463.5744   66.39491     -6.982   0.000       -593.867   -333.2818 
   week6 |  -249.7245    86.8926     -2.874   0.004      -420.2414   -79.20753 
  wetter |  -129.6034   44.76108     -2.895   0.004       -217.442   -41.76484 
   dryer |     160.71   55.28318      2.907   0.004       52.22301    269.1971 
snowfall |  -5.156816    37.7468     -0.137   0.891      -79.23067    68.91704 
snowcove |  -80.79192   24.52081     -3.295   0.001      -128.9113   -32.67258 
ditempma |  -13.77495   1.869728     -7.367   0.000      -17.44408   -10.10582 
ditempmi |   5.557429   1.684238      3.300   0.001       2.252302    8.862556 
   _cons |   4949.349   107.0031     46.254   0.000       4739.367     5159.33 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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